An annual tradition of adventure, meditative philosophy and stoic contemplation hosted by the Department of Philosophy & Religious Studies, the goal of Stoic Camp is to experiment with living in a thoroughly philosophical way, using the stoics as a model, to explore what it means to live intentionally. Activities include:

- Meditative and journaling exercises inspired by ancient stoic and practices
- Discussions with invited guest speakers on stoicism and similarly related topics
- Engaging in rigorous study of stoic texts and related sources

In addition to the more serious study, participants will also have the opportunity to engage outdoor activities, including but not limited to, hiking, bonfires, and waking up to watch the sunrise on the final morning, as a direct response to one of Marcus Aurelius' suggested meditations. The beautiful location of Centennial, WY, allows for a perfect opportunity to live as a stoic, in agreement with nature.

Your application should include the application form found at:
http://www.uwyo.edu/philosophy/stoic-camp/

Contact: Send applications & inquiries to:
UWYOSToicCamp@gmail.com

- Dates: May 20th – 24th, 2019
- Location: Table in the Wilderness Camp in Centennial, WY.
- Registration Fee: $400 / person
- Discounted prices for students may be available. (Includes Lodging, Meals, and Books)